VoicePal Levels Steps to recording and common setups
A. Recording
1.

To begin, turn Dip Switches (DS) 9 & 10 ON, all others are set to OFF.
Turn on additional Dip Switches as choices are made for the activity.
*DS 9 & 10 are not required for sequencing or randomizing, however,
if they are on, you can still record for all types of activities and then
easily switch from sequencing to auditory scanning simply by
changing the placement of external switches.

2.

Choose a level 1‐4

3.

Choose the number of messages (or choices) for your activity using Dip
Switches 2 & 3.
2 messages = DS 2, 3 ON
3 messages = DS 2 ON (3 OFF)
5 messages = DS 3 ON (2 OFF)
10 messages = default both OFF
Slide an overlay into the overlay pouch that represents the number of
choices for your activity, and plan the messages. The VoicePal levels will
sequence through messages, randomize them for games, or scan them
for making choices.
Tip: write the level # of the activity on the back of the overlay grid,
along with Dip Switches that are ON for that activity.
Turn on device by turning up volume wheel.

4.

5.
6.

7.

Record your messages
 Press and hold (about 3 seconds) the record area until the red light
in the red record area is ON and not flashing.
 Press and hold the keypad area for message one and record your
message. Release when finished speaking. The device will play the
message you recorded when you release.
 Repeat for all message areas on your overlay.
o If you decide you don’t like a recording, simply press and
hold the corresponding message area of the keypad and re‐
record.
 When finished, press and hold the red record area until the red
record light goes off.
To record cue words: (Tip: DS 10 must be ON)
Cue words are one or two words used to represent message choices,
and are heard when the device is scanning.
 While in Record mode, momentarily press the red Record area
again (while the red record light is on steady) and the red LED for
message area 10 (bottom right of device) will light up. It can be
seen through the paper overlay. This indicates that you will be
recording cue words.
 Press and hold keypad area to record cue words for each message
or choice.
 When finished, press and hold the red record area until the red
record light goes off.
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B. Sample Common Activity Setups
Reference:
Change # of messages
Add these Dip Switch (DS) settings
to setups below to change the
number of messages.

2 messages = DS 2, 3 ON
3 messages = DS 2 ON (3 OFF)
5 messages = DS 3 ON (2 OFF)
10 messages = default both OFF

Change scan speed
with DS 7 & 8

Slowest: DS 7, 8 ON
Slow: DS 7 ON (8 OFF)
Fast : DS 8 ON (7 OFF)
Fastest: DS 7, 8 OFF

* TIP: For easy transition from one activity setup to another, keep DS 9 & 10 ON. They are not
required for sequencing or randomizing, however, if they are on, you can record for and easily switch
from sequencing to auditory scanning simply by changing the placement of the external switches.

Activity Setups:
Sequencing
10 messages

DS: All OFF*
External Switch placement:
‐ SEQ jack
Sequencing occurs in any setup
if dip switch 4 is OFF

Randomizing
10 messages

DS: 4 ON *
External Switch placement:
‐ SEQ jack

Scanning / Move and Choose
10 messages

DS: 9, 10 ON
External Switch placement:
‐ Move: “SCAN (POS)” jack
‐ Choose: “SCAN (INV)” jack

Common activity –
3 messages: add DS 2 ON

Scanning / Auto scan with cue
words
10 messages

DS: 9, 10 ON
External Switch placement
‐ “SCAN (POS)” jack

(3 messages: add DS 2 ON)
(Slow: add DS 7 ON)
LED Object Scanning
Place an LED on each object, up to
three.

Plug LED lights cable into “EXT
LEDs” jack on the right side of the
device.

Regardless of setup, the LED’s
come on only for the first 3
messages.

